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Hello,

Thank you for your interest in working for Glitch! 

At Glitch, we care deeply about our team, and the work
we do together. Our organisation was born out of frustration
and lived experience, but with the knowledge and ambition that both tech companies and we
as citizens can and should do better online.

Since 2017, we have firmly placed women’s online safety and digital citizenship on the map, by
bringing awareness to the problem but also solutions. More is being done to help centre the
online experiences of women and those with multi-intersecting identities.

At Glitch, you will be expected to do the work and do it well, but we don’t buy into the idea
that in order to succeed, work should equal burnout. We invest in personal and professional
development; we believe in boundaries and practising both individual and collective self-care.
This is all vital in order to achieve our ultimate mission: ending online abuse.

We’re a Black-founded, start-up charity, expanding as both the subject matter and our
methodology gains recognition and support around the world. With our ambitious plans
taking shape, this is a very exciting time to join Glitch. You will be part of an internationally
acclaimed organisation, helping to support us in our future developments and direction. This
application pack has all the information you need to consider if this role and organisation is
the right fit for you and hopefully to apply.

We look forward to getting to meet you during the recruitment process.

Seyi (Chief Executive Officer) and Eva (Chief Operating Officer)

Welcome



Glitch is a UK-based charity committed to ending the abuse of women and marginalised people
online. Through workshops, training, reports and programmes, we equip our intersectional
community to become the digital citizens we need in the world today. From grassroots to
systemic change, we advocate for an online world that is a safe space for all. Glitch was founded
in 2017 by Seyi Akiwowo, a former politician and Digital Leader of The Year 2019. We focus our
effort on four key areas: Awareness, Advocacy, Anchor and Action. 

Glitch is a rally activist. 

Yes, we’re a registered charity, but we’re also a group of activists who want to get people to rally
around eradicating online abuse and make the world safe. We want more people to care and
prioritise making online spaces safe or all.

Glitch is a thoughtful leader.

We are paving the way for digital citizens and inspiring others to join us in this critical mission.
Our authority is considered - we don’t make brash comments or hollow promises. Our empathy
is what brings people in.

Glitch is a relatable storyteller.

We’re part of the online world and we speak and act in a way which is familiar, engaging with our
community in an everyday, easy to understand tone. We tell stories, either from our own
experiences or those of others (but always with permission), so we can show - not just tell - how
important the work we’re doing really is.

What we do.



Collaborative: We’re building an active community to help us achieve our goals. We can’t do it alone, we need
consensus.
Dynamic: The needs of the digital community are constantly evolving. We have to stay ahead of the curve.
Trusted: We’re specialists within our field. We’re a trusted source of information and expertise.
Self care: We understand that we have to take care of our own wellbeing first. We prioritise our own
wellbeing so we can help others effectively.
Brave: As an independent charity we’re not afraid to go against the grain or to challenge institutions,
agencies and big business.
Empowering: We equip people with the tools to have greater agency over their online usage.
Inclusive:  We have a human rights and justice framework for our work. We strongly believe online abuse and
effective solutions to systemic issues need to be seen through an intersectional lens.
Progressive: While helping to build the future we all deserve, it’s important to have a reflective and reflexive
approach to our operations and delivery as a charity.
Abundance Mindset: We operate with the belief that there is enough. An abundance mentality brings a
proactive approach to life and sees possibilities and solutions regardless of the challenges we face.

Our Vision
Our vision is that online space is a safe and inclusive arena for all digital citizens to participate. Our online
community is as important as our offline one, which is why people, institutions and businesses need to play their
part in creating a safe online world. Everyone should feel confident and equipped to engage in online and offline
spaces - particularly those disproportionately affected by discrimination, including women and girls. 

Our Mission
To awaken a generation of digital citizens equipped to create and demand safe online spaces for all.

Our Values

About us.



You can find our more about our team, at https://glitchcharity.co.uk/meet-the-team/

28-days holiday per year, plus additional leave for birthdays & 

Pension with 5% employer contribution
A flexible approach to working hours, patterns and location
Enhanced maternity, paternity, adoption and shared parental leave
Access to training and personal development opportunities
Access to our Health Assured Employee Assistance Programme
We have a mandatory Reading Week every quarter to ensure strong
focus on strategy, learning and development

Location
We work remotely at Glitch and therefore colleagues
work mainly from home. There is some travel required for
in-person team meetings and training and development.

Salary
We have a structured pay framework at Glitch to help us
ensure a consistent and fair approach to pay. This role is
on our Managers Grade which is £32,000 to £37,000.  We would expect the
successful candidate to start at the bottom of this Grade.

Benefits
We strive to provide a balanced benefits package to colleagues at
Glitch which includes:

        health screening 

Working with us.

Watch this
TEDx talk to find

out more about our
founder's journey and
vision to create safe

online spaces 

https://glitchcharity.co.uk/meet-the-team/
https://glitchcharity.co.uk/meet-the-team/
https://hcvs.org.uk/equality-and-diversity/
https://youtu.be/9VYvO8RXoiM
https://youtu.be/9VYvO8RXoiM


About the role.
Job Title Communications Manager

Working Hours

Salary range

Reports to

Full Time, Permanent Contract (UK based)

£32,000 to £37,000 (expected to start on £32,000)

Head of Communications & Public Fundraising

Purpose
The Communications Manager will be responsible for the excellent frontline delivery of our communications
work, including management of all digital media platforms, maintenance and expansion of media relationships
and support for the team on internal communications. The role is responsible for consistent branding and voice
across the organisation, for analysis of success of communications output, and for integration of fundraising
into said output. You will work closely with and support the Head of Communications & Public Fundraising.

Qualifications and Experience
Good standard of education including GCSEs (or equivalent) in English
Evidence of ongoing professional development.
Experience working in communications, including management of social media platforms (particularly
Twitter and Instagram)
Experience working with communications software or platforms (e.g. Canva, Sked Social, Mailchimp).
Experience of writing and editing in a specific tone of voice, with a compelling style and outstanding
spelling, grammar and clarity
Experience of working in the UK charity sector, small organisation and/or start-up (desirable)

Liaising with press and media, processing requests
for speaking engagements, briefing staff,
maintaining journalist database & relationships
Collaborative work with external contractors and
partners
Building community through active engagement on
social platforms

Support the fundraising portfolio across Glitch,
including one-off fundraising campaign copy &
design & campaigns for regular donors
Public speaking and press appearances (not
compulsory but desirable)

External Partnership Support & 
Relationship Management  

Fundraising and profile raising

Social media management including design (image & video
creation), copy, editing, planning & staying on top of current
trends
Press releases, reactive lines and products for media
outlets, including opinion pieces & letters to editors
Website management including copy writing, maintenance
on WordPress & supporting plans to update/rebuild
Newsletter curation and copy-writing
Marketing support across Pillars, including supporting
colleagues to develop marketing plans for their areas of
work and design for physical literature

Analysis of Glitch's website and SEO work
Tracking insights for social media & newsletter
engagement & using data to plan content
Supporting & building on audience assessment work

Content Creation & Management

Data analysis

Responsibilities:



Strong understanding of discrimination and intersectionality, particularly of White Supremacy and the
impacts of racism in the online space
Excellent digital skills suited to a remote-first organisation
Ability to understand multiple, diverse audiences and translate complex issues about policy and
campaigning into clear, simple and consistent messages and themes
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills, including the ability to engage wider team members in
the importance of effective communication outputs and to build meaningful relationships internally and
externally
Strong attention to detail and ability to produce work to a high level of accuracy
Excellent grasp of communications tools and analytics, and a strategic understanding of how to use and
deploy them including social media scheduling tools
Excellent Canva skills (desirable).
Video content creation (desirable)

Knowledge, Skills and Abilities

Values and Behaviours
Demonstrable commitment to Glitch’s vision and values
Commitment to Glitch’s policies and procedures
A strong commitment to championing equality, diversity and inclusion, and a firm grasp on the significance
of anti-racist work in this space

About you.

If you think you have what it takes to fulfil this role but aren't sure you meet every point on
the person specification, please still get in touch. We'd love to have a chat and see if you

could help us to achieve great things for Glitch.

We are particularly keen on receiving applications from Black women.



How to apply.

You and Glitch. Why are we such a great fit?
What do you think are the ingredients of great communication in an organisation like Glitch?

A press release, blog, op-ed, opinion piece or other article
Social media posts for Twitter and Instagram, including visual assets of your creation and a caption
An example of a piece of communications work you are particularly proud of

We offer an optional Q&A to all potential candidates. This is to talk about the organisation, explain the
process and help candidates put in the best possible application.  To register your place on this contact k-
va@glitchcharity.co.uk.

To apply please click here to complete our online application process. As part of the online application you
will be asked to complete short answers to the following two questions:

And a portfolio demonstrating:

You will also be asked to submit your CV & the contact details for two referees. 

Please also respond to some diversity monitoring questions here to complete your application.

 

Please note the following key dates in the process:
 

Optional Q&A session with Glitch staff - 28th July
Closing date for applications - 11.59pm on 22nd August

Interviews -  31st August (remote via Google Meet)
(Possibility of follow-up call on 1st or 2nd Sept if needed).

Our recruitment process aims to see candidates at their best. That’s why we set out the process
from the beginning. We will ask you to show your skills and potential, not just talk about them
through examples of your work or an exercise. 

mailto:k-va@glitchcharity.co.uk
https://forms.gle/w4mG2SATqKJYterL8
https://forms.gle/9rRSaknqtLQkf4Qz9



